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Abstract
We propose a way of measuring the similarity of a Boolean vector to a given set of Boolean vectors, motivated in part by certain
data mining or machine learning problems. We relate the similarity measure to one based on Hamming distance and we develop
from this some ways of quantifying the ‘quality’ of a dataset.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We propose here a way of measuring the similarity s(x,A) of a Boolean vector x to a set A of such vectors, based
on the absence of certain substrings of x from the set of vectors in A. In the context of machine learning classiﬁcation
problems, we may think of A as a dataset, a set of observations on which we know the correct classiﬁcations. For
example, each observation in the dataset might arise from a set of medical tests on a patient and may represent, suitably
encoded, the absence or presence of a number of symptoms. We believe that the similarity measure provides a way of
deciding which unseen possible observations it would be plausible to classify with some conﬁdence once a classiﬁer
has been found that correctly classiﬁes all (or most of) the observations in the dataset.
Many theories of classiﬁcation error and conﬁdence have been developed, but these usually make probabilistic
assumptions about the way in which the observations have been generated [8,1,5]. Vovk et al. [9,7] have studied
on-line learning in which one wants not only to predict classiﬁcations, but to give some indication of how ‘credible’
such predictions are, or not to predict if the predictions are not to be credible, and this is similar to the type of
application we have in mind for the similarity measure. However, these papers also make probabilistic assumptions
about how the data are generated. It may be hard to prove anything sensible about classiﬁcation accuracy without such
probabilistic assumptions, but it might at least be useful to classify unseen observations and also to attach to such
predicted classiﬁcations the indication s(x,A) of how similar the observation x is to those in the dataset that we trained
on. Equally, one may decide not to classify at all those unseen observations that have a low similarity with the dataset.
Empirical investigations (reported in [3]) appear to indicate that a higher classiﬁcation accuracy is then achieved on
the region of the domain {0, 1}n on which we do decide to classify.
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We also propose a way of using the extremal values of s(x,A) as an indication of the ‘quality’or ‘representativeness’
of a dataset. One obvious measure of how similar an observation is to a set of observations is the minimum Hamming
distance of the observation from the set. We relate the similarity measure proposed here to this Hamming distance
based one.
2. A similarity measure
2.1. Formal deﬁnition and motivation
Suppose x ∈ {0, 1}n, I ⊆ [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}, and |I | = k. Then the projection of x onto I is the k-vector obtained
from x by considering only the coordinates in I. For example, if n = 5, I = {2, 4} and x = 01001 then x|I = 10.
By a positional substring of x ∈ {0, 1}n, wemean a pair (z, I )where z=x|I . The key point here is that the coordinates
in I are speciﬁed. For instance, although both x = 10101 and y = 01010 have substrings equal to 00, there is no I such
that x|I = y|I = 00.
Deﬁnition 1. ForA ⊆ {0, 1}n and x ∈ {0, 1}n, the similarity of x toA, s(x,A), is the largest s such that every positional
substring (x, I ) of length s appears also as a positional substring (y, I ) of some observation y ∈ A:
s(x,A) = max{s : ∀I ⊆ [n], |I |s, ∃y ∈ A, y|I = x|I }.
Equivalently, if r is the smallest length of a positional substring possessed by x that does not appear (in the same
positions) anywhere in A, then s(x,A)= r − 1. Notice that s(x,A) is a measure of how similar x is to a set of vectors,
and is not a metric between vectors.
Informally, the similarity of x to A is low if x has a short positional substring absent from A; and the similarity is high
if all positional substrings of x of a fairly large length can be found in the same positions in some y ∈ A. To use the
medical analogy discussed earlier, if x has a small combination of symptoms (that is, a simple syndrome) that does not
appear in any of the patients in the set A then x has low similarity to A. Conversely, if x /∈A and the smallest positional
substring that is absent fromA is long, then all simple syndromes indicated in x can be found among the patients ofA. In
this sense, x is similar to previously observed patients. For this reason, if a patient has a small syndrome not previously
seen, one may want to be cautious in diagnosing the patient.
2.2. A Boolean function formulation
Any Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} can be expressed by a disjunctive normal form (or DNF), using literals
u1, u2, . . . , un, u¯1, . . . , u¯n, where the u¯i are known as negated literals. This is a formula of the type
T1 ∨ T2 ∨ · · · ∨ Tk ,










for some disjoint subsets P,N of {1, 2, . . . , n}. A Boolean function is a k-DNF if it has a DNF in which, for each term,
the number of literals is at most k. For two Boolean functions f and g, we write f g if f (x) = 1 implies g(x) = 1.
For two Boolean formulae ,, we can analogously interpret . A term T of a DNF is said to absorb another term
T ′ if T ′T . A term T is an implicant of f if T f ; in other words, if T true implies f true. The most important type of
implicants are the prime implicants. These are implicants with the additional property that there is no other implicant
of f absorbing T. If we form the disjunction of all prime implicants of f, we have a DNF representation of f.
Given A ⊆ {0, 1}n, we can deﬁne a sequence of n + 1 Boolean functions g0, g1, . . . , gn, as follows. The function
g0 is the identically 0 function and, for 1kn, gk is the most ‘general’ k-DNF function that is 0 on every member of
A, meaning that if f is any given k-DNF function such that f (x) = 0 for all x ∈ A, then f gk . It is clear that gk is the
disjunction of all terms corresponding to positional substrings of length at most k that are not present in any element of
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A. For example, if the positional substring (10, {2, 4}) is not in A (that is, there is no y ∈ A with y{2,4} = 10) then, for
k2, gk will have as a term u2u¯4. If, for B ⊆ {0, 1}n, IB denotes the characteristic, or indicator function, of B, then
we have
0 ≡ g0g1g2 · · · gn−1gn = IA¯,
where A¯ is the complement of A. Furthermore, s(x,A)r if and only if gr(x) = 0.
2.3. Computing similarity
The problem of determining similarity can be posed as a set-covering problem. If we can determine the shortest
positional substring possessed by x and absent from A, then s(x,A) is one less than the length of this string. Now, ﬁx
x ∈ {0, 1}n, and suppose x /∈A. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n, let Si = {y ∈ A : yi 	= xi}. Then the smallest I such that for
all y ∈ A, y|I 	= x|I is exactly the smallest number of sets Si needed to cover A. The standard greedy set-covering
heuristic will therefore provide an efﬁcient way of determining a number s′(x,A) such that s′(x,A)s(x,A) ln |A|,
enabling us at least to lower-bound the similarity.
Another approach to computing the similarity is to compute the functions gk and use the fact that, for a given x,
s(x,A)k precisely if gk(x) = 0. For ﬁxed k, a k-DNF formula for gk can be computed in time O(|A|nk) by using
what is essentially Valiant’s k-DNF learning algorithm [8,2]. However, this algorithm is only efﬁcient for (small) ﬁxed
k, not depending on n.
3. Quantifying the representativeness of a dataset
We now propose ways in which the similarity measure can be used to indicate how representative a dataset is of the
whole of {0, 1}n. Assume that A is a proper nonempty subset of {0, 1}n (∅ 	= A 	= {0, 1}n).
Deﬁnition 2. The extent of A ⊆ {0, 1}n, e(A), is deﬁned to be the maximum similarity of x /∈A to A, that is,
e(A) = max{s(x,A) : x ∈ A¯},
where A¯ = {0, 1}n\A is the complement of A.
Deﬁnition 3. The pervasiveness, p(A), of A ⊆ {0, 1}n is deﬁned to be the minimum similarity of x ∈ {0, 1}n to A,
that is,
p(A) = min{s(x,A) : x ∈ {0, 1}n}.
Note that, for A 	= {0, 1}n, 0p(A)e(A)n − 1.
Deﬁnition 4. The porosity, (A), of A is deﬁned to be the pervasiveness of A¯, where A¯={0, 1}n\A is the complement
of A. That is,
(A) = p(A¯) = min{s(x, A¯) : x ∈ {0, 1}n}.
For A 	= ∅, 0(A)n − 1.
All three of these quantities can be thought of in alternative ways, both geometrically and in terms of Boolean
functions. By a cube we mean a subcube of {0, 1}n. Explicitly, a cube is a subset of {0, 1}n of the form Ca = {x ∈
{0, 1}n : x|I = a}, for some I ⊆ [n] of cardinality k (where 0kn) and some a ∈ {0, 1}k . The dimension of such a
cube is n − k (and its co-dimension is k). We refer to Ca as an (n − k)-cube.
Proposition 5. The extent e = e(A) can be characterized in the following ways:
(1) e is the largest number such that for all x /∈A, there is some I ⊆ [n] with |I |=e+1 and x|I /∈A|I ={y|I : y ∈ A};
that is, the fact that x /∈A can be demonstrated by exhibiting an (e + 1)-length (positional) substring of x that
cannot be found in A.
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(2) e is the smallest number such that every x /∈A is contained in some (n − e − 1)-cube that is disjoint from A.
(3) e is the smallest number such that the complement A¯ of A is a union of some cubes of dimension (n − e − 1).
(4) The longest prime implicant of IA¯ (the indicator function of A¯) is of size e + 1.
(5) e is the largest value of k such that gk is not equal to the indicator function IA¯.
Proposition 6. The pervasiveness p = p(A) can be characterized in the following ways:
(1) p is the largest number such that for all I ⊆ [n] with |I | = p, A|I = {0, 1}p.
(2) p is the largest number such that A intersects every (n − p)-cube.
(3) p is the smallest number such that there is some (n − p − 1)-cube disjoint from A.
(4) The shortest prime implicant of IA¯ (the indicator function of A¯) is of size p + 1.
(5) p + 1 is the smallest value of k such that gk is not the identically 0 function.
Pervasiveness is related to some other notions that have been studied in extremal combinatorics and learning theory.
The ﬁrst characterization given in Proposition 6 is equivalent to saying that I is an (n, p)-universal set (see [4]).
Equivalently, suitably interpreting the vectors in A as functions [n] → {0, 1} in the obvious way, the pervasiveness is
the testing dimension of A [6]. Clearly, we must have |A|2p(A), so that p(A) log2|A|. A probabilistic argument [4]
shows that, for each k, there is some set |A| of cardinality at most k2k log2 nwith p(A)k. The set E of all even-weight
vectors in {0, 1}n demonstrates that (for k=n−1) the lower bound is tight: for, |E|=2n−1 and p(E)=n−1= log2|E|.
Proposition 7. The porosity (A) can be characterized in the following ways:
(1)  is the largest number such that every (n − )-cube contains elements not in A.
(2) The largest dimension of a cube contained entirely within A is n − 1 − .
(3) The shortest prime implicant of IA (the indicator function of A) is of size + 1.
4. Hierarchies based on similarity and relationship with Hamming distance
The similarity measure provides a way of ﬁltering, or grading, {0, 1}n according to similarity to a given set A. For
0kn, let
Ak = {x ∈ {0, 1}n : s(x,A)k}.
Then we have the following hierarchy:
{0, 1}n = A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ An−1 ⊇ An = A.
So, for large k, Ak is the set of vectors highly similar to A. Such a hierarchy might be useful in machine learning,
where we might decide, for instance, to form a classiﬁer on the basis of the dataset A, but not to predict outside Ak
for a particular choice of k, because vectors in {0, 1}n\Ak may be thought too dissimilar to those in A. Experimental
evidence seems to indicate this is a good strategy [3].
For a particular A, the hierarchy will typically look as follows:
{0, 1}n = A0 = · · · = Ap ⊃ Ap+1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Ae ⊃ Ae+1 = · · · = An−1 = An = A,
where ‘⊃’denotes strict containment. (This is modiﬁed in the obvious way ifp=e.) Here,p=p(A) is the pervasiveness
of A and e = e(A) is the extent of A (so we see another characterization of these quantities). In terms of the Boolean
functions gk , we can see that Ak has indicator function g¯k , the complement of gk . The set Ak can also be thought of
geometrically: if Bk is the union of all (n − k)-dimensional cubes that are contained entirely in the complement of A,
then Ak = B¯k is the complement of Bk . That is, Ak is obtained by deleting from {0, 1}n all cubes of co-dimension k
that lie entirely outside A.
Another natural way to form a hierarchy of subsets of {0, 1}n is to use Hamming distance. Recall that the Hamming
distance d(x, y) between x, y in {0, 1}n is the number of entries onwhich they differ and, forA ⊆ {0, 1}n, the Hamming
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distance of x to the set A is deﬁned by d(x,A) = min{d(x, y) : y ∈ A}. Then, for 0kn, let Dk = {x ∈ {0, 1}n :
d(x,A)n − k}. We have the hierarchy
{0, 1}n = D0 ⊇ D1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Dn−1 ⊇ Dn = A.
The following result relates the similarity measure and Hamming distance, and hence the two hierarchies.
Theorem 8. With the notation as above, suppose that 0kn and that s(x,A)k. Then d(x,A)n − k. Thus, for
all k, Ak ⊆ Dk .
Proof. Suppose that s(x, a)k and that d(x,A)>n − k. Then, let y be on a shortest path from x to A, and such that
d(x, y) = n − k. Then d(y,A)1. In particular, y /∈A. Let Q be the (n − k)-dimensional subcube of {0, 1}n with x
and y as diagonally opposite vertices. Since x and y are not in A, no point of Q can be either (for if z ∈ Q ∩ A, then
d(x,A)d(x, z) + d(z,A) = d(x, z)n − k, which is a contradiction). Therefore the complement of A contains Q
and hence x has a positional substring of length at most k that is absent from A. But this contradicts s(x,A)k. 
The following result indicates that the two hierarchies are, in general, quite different. It shows that the similarity-based
hierarchy is more ‘discerning’ or discriminating than that arising from Hamming distance.
Theorem 9. With the above notation, suppose that 1kn and that Ak 	= {0, 1}n. Then {0, 1}n\Ak contains an
element of {0, 1}n that is at Hamming distance only 1 from A.
Proof. Since Ak 	= {0, 1}n, there is x such that s(x,A)< k. Suppose that s(x,A) = r < k. We can suppose, without
any loss of generality, that x is of the form x = 0r+1x′ (where 0r+1 denotes a string comprising r + 1 contiguous 0s)
and that for no y ∈ A do we have y|{1,2,...,r+1} = 0r+1. Now, since s(x,A)= r , for all I such that |I |= r , there is y ∈ A
with y|I = x|I . In particular, there is some z ∈ A of the form 0r1z′. Now, consider w = 0r+1z′. Clearly, d(w,A) = 1
since w /∈A and d(w, z) = 1. Since w|{1,2,...,r+1} = 0r+1, w has a positional substring of length r + 1 that does not
appear in A, and so we have s(w,A)r < k and hence w ∈ {0, 1}n\Ak . 
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